
Robert Smith 
Aircraft Detailer

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Looking for a career where I can learn and grow with in the organization. 
help the company to reach it goals. In overall set an outstanding 
performance in my work place. Acomplishing every task in its best quality. 
Experienced such as heavy duty works like sanding , polishing (paint, 
chromes) Airplanes, also computer literate, Bilingual English and Spanish.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Aircraft Detailer
ABC Corporate -   2015 – 2022 

Responsibilities:

 Cleaned aircraft which includes, polishing chromes , Paint polish, 
detailing, teflon , paint chip touch ups , sanding primer , sanding pit 
holes in chromes (Engine inlets, wings leading edges).

 Safely used hand tools such as polishing machines , sanders , air 
buffers, and chemicals such as acetone , alcohol, and sandpaper.

 Completed other duties such as installing carpets, cleaning carpets , 
scissor lift driver certified.

 Trained most of the new employees.
 Used fast paced working Any kind of weather conditions Heavy duty 

worker Skilled on solving problems Skilled on using Polishing and 
Sander machines.

 Able to lead a group of workers.
 Detailed high end luxury aircraft.

Aircraft Detailer
Delta Corporation -   2011 – 2015 

Responsibilities:

 Detailing of aircraft, Exterior/ Interior Document work in departmental 
log books Maintain a clean and organized work environment.

 Attentive detail to the interiors and exteriors of private jets.
 Including carpet extractions, paint polishing with buffer and brightwork 

with buffer, waxing and xzilon coats.
 Very physical labor.
 Shift Supersivor Professional Aircraft/Cockpit detailer Dry waxing 

aircrafts Cleaning aircrafts making sure that food trays, walls, windows, 
floor .

 Sanitizing all lavatories &amp; galleys are cleaned.
 Vacuuming aircrafts.

Education

AOS In Technology
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SKILLS

Productive, customer 
Service, Ability To Work 
With Minimum 
Supervision, Detailing, 
Cook, Fast-pace, 
Microsoft Word, Excel, 
PowerPoint, Proclaiming 
Solving, Leadership.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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